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Scientific and technical expertise concentrated in US.
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Can policy intervention improve welfare?

Having a good regulatory process allows us to:

1. Not make things worse
2. Provide certainty for decision-makers
3. Reduce the costs of regulation by encouraging good behaviour
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- Some crypto-tokens have rights that are not equivalent across tokens (e.g., NFTs)

- Crypto-tokens can be recorded in a decentralised manner on blockchains.
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• Value of applications on blockchains
  • Security
  • Interoperability
  • Incentives
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• Payment efficiency
  • Energy consumption
  • Network effects
• Information asymmetries and market safety
• Criminal activity
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- Prohibition and taxation
- Securities law
“If it quacks like a duck and looks like a duck …”
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No events have occurred yet
Check back later.
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- SEC:
  - Bitcoin spot exchange-traded funds are not allowed
  - Bitcoin futures exchange-traded funds are allowed
  - Pretty much everything Coinbase is doing is not allowed
  - But for Binance …
  - Offering consumers pooled staking credits is not allowed
    - but in a permissionless proof of stake blockchain those credits are enabling processing and have a natural equilibrium outcome.
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- Prohibition and taxation
- Securities law
- Banking regulation
- Tax treatment
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• Raising funds
• Incentivising co-innovation
• Regulatory uncertainty